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East Exit: Route 4Access To: Relic Castle The Desert Resort is a large desert on the middle island of Unova. Like the route of preceeding it, it doesn't have wild grass, but has different pieces of deep sand where you come across different Pokemon. It is located on the western coastal side of the island
and contains the ruins of the castle relics inside. Route 4 Relic Castle Desert Resort Relic Castle is located north of this sandy mound, with numerous ground-type simulators and Pokemon, making it a fertile training ground. Pokemon Encounters Before Gatehouse Name Type Location Encounter Rate
Sandile Ground/Dark Sand 40% Darumaka Fire Sand 30% Scraggy Dark/Fighting Sand 10% Maractus Grass Sand 10% Dwebble Bug/Rock Sand 10% After Gatehouse Name Type Location Encounter Rate Sandile Ground/Dark Sand 40% Darumaka Fire Sand 30% Scraggy Dark/Fighting Sand 5%
Maractus Grass Sand 10% Dwebble Bug/Rock Sand 10% Sigilyph Psychic/Flying Sand 5% Darmanitan Fire Special Only one Items Items Black Glasses, Soft Sand, Fresh Water, Fire Stone, Rawst Berry, Stardust, TM39 Rock Tomb, Heart Scale, Super Potion, Rare Candy, Stardust, Ether, Hyper Potion
Guide At this point in time, there's no need to purposely drag yourself here. Described as a popular tourist destination, Desert Resort is hardly much of a resort; deep sands and a severe sandstorm make it a rather unpleasant place to just walk around. However, if you can withstand dangerous conditions,
you can find plenty of trainers to hone your skills as well as the usual rare Pokemon and items. Like Route 4, walking in the deep sand will cause Pokemon battles more often than not, so keep this in mind by making your way around. If your Pokemon needs healing, just talk to a doctor who can be found
as soon as you get out of the gate separating the desert resort from the rest of the world. Just be careful that he will challenge you into battle before he will cough up his services! Coach Battle: Dr. Another free healer can be found here, but you have to fight them first. Pokemon Level Type Solosis 23
Psychic Trainer Battle: Backpacker Pokemon Level Type Tranquill 23 Normal / Flying Trainer Battle: Pokemon Ranger Pokemon Level Type Ducklett 24 Water / Flying Trainer Battle: Pokemon Ranger Pokemon Level Type Darumaka 23 Fire Blitzle 23 Electric Trainer Battle: Backpacker Pokemon Type
Dwebble Pokemon Level Type Gothita 24 Mental Trainer Battle: Psychic Pokemon Level Type Yamask 22 Ghost Munna 22 Psychic Trainer Battle: Backpacker Pokemon Level Type Maractus 23 Grass Trainer Battle: Psychic Pokemon Level Type Solosis 23 Psychic Woobat 23 Psychic / Flying If you
make it to the northeast corner of the desert, you can find entry to the castle. Keen researchers may also find an alternative entrance to the northwest but it's more of an exit than an entrance if you look inside... From Bulbapedia, a community encyclopedia of Pokemon. This article is incomplete. Please
feel free to edit this article to add the missing information and complete it. Reason: Missing a complete map of the desert layout in BW. Desert Resort リゾトデザトResworth Desert Wild Missingno. Appeared! Map description: This is a popular destination for tourists, but too harsh to be a resort. Venue:
Route 4 Region: Generation Unov: V Location of the Desert Resort in Unova. Pokemon World Places Desert Resort (Japanese: リゾトデザト Resort Desert) is a desert located in the Unova region. It is connected to Route 4 at the southeast exit. It can be accessed to the Castle Relic. It has two subareas:
desert and entrance. The geography of the Desert Resort is divided into two separate areas: a narrow desert path and a large barren desert. A sandstorm always occurs in both parts. Like Route 4, the Desert Resort has deep sand rather than high grass. The southeast entrance to the Desert Resort is a
short narrow path stretching across a rocky hill. The gate at the end of the path is connected directly to the inner area. The interior covers a large area and has many sandy hills, valleys and deep sand all over its barren land. In the centre of the northern part of the resort is one of the entrances to the
Castle Relic. This entrance is guarded by five statues that are actually Darmanitan in their zen mode. If a player uses RageCandyBar on them, they can be woken up, and will have the ability to mode zen. To the west of the entrance is the tower, which acts as an exit to the relic castle. In Black 2 and
White 2, this tower is buried in the sand and becomes inaccessible. At the northernmost end of the resort you can see the hillside, sliding into the ocean. Elements of Pokemon Pokemon Black and White Pokemon Black 2 and White 2 Trainers Pokemon Black and White Pokemon Black 2 and White 2
Layout Version Entrance Black White 2 White 2 In the anime In the main desert resort series in the anime Desert Resort was first mentioned in the team's mission Rocket briefing with Giovanni in Bloom on Axew!. He told them that a special meteorite called Meteonit is said to be in the desert, and as
such, told the trio to go there to get it. At Venipede Stampede!, the trio, along with Pierce and Dr. Sager, traveled by helicopter over the barren desert and located Meteonit, with Giovanni heading there also after receiving the opening word. Ash and his friends met with Professor Juniper to go to the Desert
Resort because of the unusual activity of the Rocket team. The desert resort and relic castle within it were set to star in the original BW023 and BW024, but the episodes have since been postponed indefinitely, and ended up being retconned out of continuity when the Plasma Team's Pokemon Power
Plot! Aether. In a raid battle in ruins!, Ash and Go set off Resort to explore the newly discovered ruins of the Colossus. Since the sand was too hot to cross on foot, a Pokemon ranger named Kira instructed them to use their flying Pokemon to pull them across the desert on surfboards. Thanks to this, they
were able to reach the ruins. The desert resort in Pokemon Generations in pokemon generation Desert Resort made an appearance along with the relic castle in adventures where Red and his Pikachu were seen entering the castle. In the manga In Pokemon Adventures Manga Desert Resort was where
the Dark Stone was excavated by Clay, in lights, the camera ... Action!. In other languages, Route 4 is quite a departure from the noise of the city of Castelia, with a constant sandstorm getting in the way of construction work. As soon as you leave the gate, Cheren arrives, wanting to know who is stronger
now that you both have an insect icon. PKMN trainer Cheren Pideme (Lv. 20, Normal /Flying) Fast Attack, Roost, Air Cutter, Leer If You Chose Snivy Pansage (Lv. 20, Grass) Bite, Vine Whip, Fury Swipes, Lech Seeds Pignite (Lv. 22, Fire/Fight) Flame Charge, Arm Thrust, Smog, Curl Defense If You
Selected Tepig Pansear (Lv. Fury Cutter, Focus Energy If You Chose Oshawott Panpour (Lv. 20, Water) Bite, Water Sports, Water Pistol, Fury Swipes Servine (Lv. 22, Grass) Wrap, Leaf Tornado, Rising, Lich Seeds Whatever Starter Liepard (Lv. 20, Dark) Pursuit, Torment, Juniper Call You at the Gate
of the City of Nimbas. But we'll go later, so go west. A worker in one of the houses gives out TM28 (Dig). Pokemon Found on Route 4 edit Note that Route 4 (and Desert Resort) have deep sand rather than tall grass. Santile (Lv. 15-18) Darumaka (Lv. 15-18) Scraggy (Lv. 16-17) #551 Sandile - Sandile is
a useful Pokemon, with an interesting mix of earth/dark types. They can learn some useful moves such as securing (at level 16), Mud-Slap (at level 19), Embargo (at level 22), and after they develop in Krokorok at level 29, Scary Face. Later they evolve in Krookodile at 40 and become even more
powerful. If you are looking for a good pokemon against an upcoming gym, this is the one to choose from! #554 Darumaka - Darumaka - is an unusual fiery type that can be useful if you do not have the lines of Tepig or Pansar. It starts with deployment and can learn Fire Punch, superpowers and
overheating at up level. Once you evolve it into Darmanitan at level 35, it can also learn Hammer Arm. #559 Scraggy - Scraggy is also quite unusual with a combination of darkness/fight style, and the new Moxie ability that boosts its attack if enemy Pokemon faints. He learns a solid set of moves such as
Brick Break at level 20 and High Jump Kick at level 31. Once he turns to Scrafty at level 39, he can find out Rock Attack Head Smash. Smash. on route 4 -edited by fisherman Hubert Baskulin (Lv. 18) Baskulin (Lv. 18) 576 Rybak Andrey Baskulin (Lv. 16) Baskulin (Lv. 16) Baskulin (Lv. 16) Basculin (Lv.
16) 512 Parasol Lady April Timpole (Lv. 18) Timpole (Lv. 18) 576 Worker Gus Roggenrol (Lv. 17) Roggenrol (Lv. 17) Timburr (Lv. 17) 680 Worker Shelby After Shelby Worker You Can Pick UP TM41 (The Torture) Anytime you need to heal, visit the house just outside the first sand patch and the lady will
heal your Pokemon. This saves time from running through the city of Castelia to visit the Pokemon Center. Elements on the Route: Burn Heal Ether Super Potion Backpacker Backpacker Anna Backpacker Jill Backpacker Waylon Backpacker Jerome Worker Scott Roggenrol (Lv. 18) Timburr (Lv. 18) 720
Worker zack Desert Resort editEd In the Desert Resort there is a constant raging sandstorm that will hurt all Pokemon if they are not Rock-, Ground-type. This is a good place to train, as Pokemon here are of a higher level than on route 4. Talk to Dr. Jerry if you need to heal. Santile (Lv. 19-22) Darumaka
(Lv. 19-20) Maractus (Lv. 20) Scraggy (Lv. 20, entrance only) Sigylph (Lv. 20, main area only) Dwebble (Lv. 20-22) Relic Castle is to the north, guarded by the statues of Darmanitan. Dr. Jerry Solosis (Lv. 23) 1380, can heal if necessary backpacker Kelsey Backpacker Liz Psychic Cybil Backpacker Nate
Backpacker Psychic Low Yamask (Lv. 22) Munna (Lv. 22) 704 Ranger Mylene Ducklett (Lv. 24) 1440, Rawst Berry x2 Ranger Jayden Darumaka (Lv. 23) Blitzle (Lv. 23) 1380, Roest Berry x2 Psychic Gaven Solosis (Lv. 23) Wumbat (Lv. 23) to find in the desert, such as soft sand, rare candy, heart scale,
fire stone (if you have Pansear, now you can develop it if you have chosen one of the scientists in Castelia City), and TM39 (Rock Tomb), which will help against the gym. Now go to the Relic Castle. Castle relics (editorial) There's not much so far in the castle relics. You can get the fossil and take it to
Nakren City to be reborn (The Fossil Cover will become Tirtouga, and Plume Fossil will become Archen), and you can find one new pokemon, but other than that, there's not much. Most of the castle will be available later. Psychic Perry Psychic Dua Wubat (Lv. 23) Munna (Lv. 23) 736 Wild Pokemon Edit
Santile (Lv. 19-22) Yamask (Lv. 19-22) Now return to R4 and continue north. At the gates of Nimbasa, Cheren and Professor Juniper will meet you and Juniper will give you 10 Ultra Balls. After they leave, head north to the city of Nimbas! City! desert resort pokemon white 2 walkthrough. desert resort
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